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ABSTRACT

A method suitable for c l i n i c a l use and preparations of tendon and

skin preserved by lyophi l i sa t ion trad rad ios t er i l i za t ion have been e laborat-

ed and certain characters of the f ina l preparations were invest igated.

Twenty-four hours after excis ion tendon t i s s u e had been lyophi l i sed

at +10 C temperature for two days, wrapped in to a p l a s t i c bag and s t e r i l -
6o

ized by 2,5 Mrad Co ganma irradiation. Sterility of the final prepara-

tions was controlled by the usual microbiological methods. The preparation

could without any change keep its properties at room temperature for

at least abt. a year. Prior to implantation it should be bathed in a

physiological saline for about 12 hours.

Aims of the experiments on dogs amd rats were to follow the fate of

the preparation after implanting into the recipient.

Preparations were transplanted into mongral dogs. The fate of the

graft was detected by histological and eleetronmicroscopical investigations.

We demonstrated that the implanted preparation was desorganised and was

absorbed within six weeks. Curing this time, however, cells from recipients'
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own tendon1s end migrate into the preparation and parallel to graft

desorganization a new tendon tissue is organixed from host's own

cells.

Graft desorganization kinetics were examined in rats.
-ic.

Bat tendon labelled in vivo with -S was implanted into rats according

to previously elaborated method and the decrease of radioactivity

in the graft was tested in intervals after the operation. Forty days

after implantation the graft could be demonstrated only in tracks.

On the basis of these data it seemed probable that implanted tendon

served as a matrix for the organisation of the new tendon tissue.

Experiments on dogs indicated that the time necessary for the full

clinical recovery is approximately six weeks. At this time no diffe-

rence between the movement of operated or control animals vas found.

No signs indicating graft rejection or other immune reaction

were found in the course of experiments. Experiments were carried out

on mongrel dogs, therefore, graft and host compatibility can hardly

be expected. In many instances tendon preparations originating from

two various donors were implanted into the same animal within half-a-

year, or a year. Immune reaction, however, did not appear not even

after the second operation, either.

Since no human tendon can be obtained in a quantity meeting clinical

demands, clinical examinations were made on pig-tendon preparations*

Until now, pigs' Achilles tendon preparations prepared according to

the above mentioned method have bean in clinical use. Patients recover-

ed without difficulties in every case.
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Skin preparations were prepared of pig-skin. The skin vas sliced

to 0,3 mm thick sections with the help of a dermaton and was lyophi-

11zed to 5 per cent humidity. Sterilization was carried out with

3 Mrad irradiation. Microbiological control of the final preparations

took place as usual.

The inmunological properties of the preparations were also studied.

Antiserum against native skin was produced in rabbits. It was demonstrat-

ed by indirect haemagglutination that pig-skin antigenity was decreas-

ed by approximately two order of magnitudes during the preservation

process. Similar results were obtained from experiments carried out

on in vivo according to Kossowska. On the basis of our results it

seemed possible that mainly the lyophilization was effective for

decreasing the antigen!ty. It has been shown that skin preparations

have a short lasting bacteriostatic effect. The extract of the pre-

paration was tested. The multiplication of Staphvlococcus aureus

in culture was inhibited by the extract of preparation. The effect

of the extract was studied on the growth of mixed bacteria culture

obtained from burned wounds and the bacteriostatic effect was

demonstrable in this case, too.

The clinical application of skin preparations has been used for

nearly two years. It is effectively used as a biological dressing

for the covering of wound surface in case of burn injuries. According

to clinical experiences the application of a pig-skin preparation

is more advantageous than that of other wound covering methods.

Wounds treated with the preparation have less protein and electrolyte loss

than in case of other methods, there is a few occurrence of either

infection or further complications and the surface suitable for skin

transplantation and epithelium recovery took place earlier.
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INTBODUCTIOW

Aims of the experiments were to produce sterile tendon and skin

preparations which kept under humble circumstances are ready for

practical, ie. clinical use.

Experiments were motivated by the frequent need of the preparation

of this kind in traumatology, since tendons, skins and surrogates

are used in the clinical practice in a large quantity even nowadays.

During the preparation of the products we wanted to elaborate a few

inexpensive and relatively easy methods and laboratory analyses indic-

ated the applicability of the preparations»

In case of tendon tissue the fate of the implanted preparation

vas studied in the host organ and experiments carried out on mongrel

dogs were to discover if there was any immune reaction induced by

the implantation of the preparation (l, 2).

The immunogenicity of the skin preparations was investigated

and the clinical applicability was also studied (2, 3, 4-, 5).

Tendon tissue

The production of the preparation

Preparations were made of human and dog Achilles tendons. Twenty-
o

four hours after excision tendons were lyophilized at +10 C

temperature for two days. Cry preparations, wrapped in a double-wall

plastic bag were exposed to Co gaoma radiation sterilization in

a Noratom apparatus (24.0 Î /sec) at +4 °C temperature. Irradiation

dose was 2,5 Mrad.
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Sterility test

The germ number of samples was counted before irradiation. Samples

(approx. 1 g tissue) were shaken in 20 ml, 0,1 % peptone water for

120 min. Washing liquid was parted and studied separately as parallel

samples. The liquid was filtered by a HAUP 04700 type 0,45 |i membrane

filter. Filtrates were placed onto Oxoid CM325 agar-plates and in-
Q

cubated under aerobic and anaerobic conditions at +32 C temperature.

The rate of the average contamination of the samples was 58 colony-

forming units/g. The sterility of irradiated sanples was tasted accord/

ing to the prescriptions of Pharmacopea Hung.VI. on Saboraud liquid

medium (Oxoid CMU7) on mycotic culture medium at +25 °C, as well as

on thyoglyeollate medium (Oxoid CML73) at +32 °C temperature by 14 days

incubation.

The efficiency of the irradiation sterility was in any case controlled

on Bacillus pumilus E 601 and Bacillus spaericus OjA sporular test-

preparations according to the method suggested by NAB.

The fate of the preparation after implantation

The organization of the preparation was studied in experiments

carried out on dogs (1)

Tendon preparations were implanted after keeping them for one to

eleven months. Storing did not make any influence on operational results.

Prior to implantation preparations were bathed in physiological saline

overnight. Mechanical properties of the rehydrated preparation

were good, it was not fragile, cords did not evulse during operation.

Tendon preparations were implanted as a substitute into mongrel

dogs of excised Achilles tendon. A pieee of tendon as large as two

or three cm was excised from the middle part of the Achilles tendon

while this part was substituted by the implant of rehydrated preparation

according to the modified Bunnel operation method.
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Fig.l Implant distinguishable from recipient's own tendon
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Fig.2 Visible inflammetory infiltrated granulation tissue
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After operation graft was excised from animals of a group for

histologieal and electronmicroscopical analysis in various inter-

vals while the regeneration of the function of movement and the full

period of recovery vere observed on control animals. Animals tried

to use their operated legs vithin three to four weeks after ope-

ration. Full functional recovery can be observed vithin eight to

ten weeks after operation, animals' running and walking manner showed

no divergence as compared to controls. Observations proved recovery

as a definite and no sort of complication was experienced in the

function of the operated legs within the period of observation lasting

four years.

The investigation on what happened to the implanted piece of

tendon started on the fourth day after operation. At this time

the operated leg was slightly swollen and graft could even macroscopic-

ally be distinguished from recipients own tendon, nevertheless,

there was a demonstrable connection between implanted and the original

tendon, as well (Fig.l).

On the histologieal section of this part of the implemented tendon

the structure of the original tendon shows a peculiar change: the

proportion of the cells to the collagenous fibre bundles shifts in

favour of the cells. The increased number of cells do not correspond

to the characteristic, flattened tendon cells of the control tendon

but rather they seem to be fibroblasts and young fibrocytes. This

phenomenon is presumably connected with the increased regenerating activity

of the original tendon.

In the implanted tendon a mosaic-like histologieal picture developed.

While some parts still showed the structure of the tendon tissue,



Fig.3 Irregular spots of young, cell-rich connective tissue

showing initial fibre formation

•5, £.?-:*" ••?:-

Fig.A Visible thin, young fibres of the implant



Fig.5 Renewal of collagenous fibrils
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Fig.6 Part of inplant surrounded by granulation tissue
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others showed nuclear staining. In gone places inflammatory infiltrated

granulation tissue can be seen (Fig.2), while elsewhere irregular

spots of young cell-rich connective tissue showing initial fibre forma-

tion could be detected (Fig.3).

The electron-microscopic preparation is prepared from the border

zone of the implanted tendon near the original one. In the intra-

cellular amorphous material can be seen both the original fibres originat-

ing from the implant and the newly formed fibres originating in the

host. The fibres of the implant started to disintegrate. They are

stained unequally; some can hardly be seen, but some still thin, young

fibres appear in their place (Fig.4).

In Fig.5 one can see the renewal of the collagencua fibrils. When

using a higher magnification, the laminosis material around the cells

proves to consist of newly formed collagenous fibrils.

On the histological patterns obtained from the middle part of the

implant, poorly stained, dead cell-nuclei and disintegrating collagenous

fibres can be seen. This part is surrounded in each direction by

granulation tissue (Fig.6).

The sections show that the renewal of the implant starts axially,

from the border zone of the original tendon and the implant. From the

original tendon, interstitial cells flow into the implant and the

new fibrin fibres are formed from these cells. But - as is shown in

the last section - in the middle parts of the implant, although only

to a lesser extent, the formation of the new tendon tissue can be

seen to encircle near the edges of the implant. These regeneration

prouesses seem to take place rather rapidly, newly formed capillaries



Fig.7-8 In the implant old, destroyed end newly foraed fibrils

can be seen together

Fig.9 Strong connection between i^>lant end reâipiant*s tendon

after 3 weeks



Fig.10 No macroscopic difference between iterated and

intact legs

'tfr•''If-'' -"•*-**"_"

Fig.11 Vescularization can be seen on the

implant
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Ibeing detectable in the implant already 2-j weeks after operation.

Three weeks after operation the re-organization of the implant

is still in progress. In the implant, both old, destroyed and newly

formed fibrils can be seen together (Figs 7 and 8).

Three weeks after implantation a strong connection between the

implant and the recipient's own tendon can be observed nacroscopically

(Fig,9). A slight swelling can be seen in the implant. The implanted

tendon can be easily distinguished from its environment. Strong in-

flammation reaction or signs of rejection cannot be detected.

Three to four weeks after operation the function of the operated

limb recovered. The dogs used their operated limbs, although care-

fully. Eight to ten weeks after operation they could stand on their

hind paws, and jump, which means that total functional recovery could

be observed. At this time the operated limb could not be distinguished

from the intact one by naked eye.

No difference can be seen microscopically between the tendon

implant and the recipient's own tendon (Fig.lo). However, compared

with the bradytrophic character of the tissue there is a significant

vascularization observed on the surface of the implant (Fig.ll). After

two months the original and the implanted tendons show only slight

differences histologically. The implanted tendon tissue is microscopic-

ally richer in cells than the normal one and is young in character; the majo-

rity of the cells are not typical, flattened tendon cells. The vas-

cularization of the regenerated tendon is satisfactory. Some capillaries

run parallel to the longitudinal axis of the tendon, but capillaries

enter also from the edges (Fig.12). Later the swelling of the implant

decreases and the increased vaacularization ceases six months after



Fig,12 Capillaries run parallel to the longitudinal axis of

the tendon, but, as shown here, they also enter from

the edges

Fig. 13 Macroscopically a slight thickening distinguishes implant

from contralateral Achilles tendon
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the operation. Macroscopically, only a slight thickening distinguish-

es the implant from the contracterai Achilles tendon (Fig.13).

After six months the histologies! pattern of the implanted tendon

does not differ from that of the control tendon.

Destruction and organization of implanted preparations were in-

vestigated by the application of a labelled tendon. Experiments were

made on Wistar R/Amsterdam x Long Evans F-̂  hybrid rats.

Rats weighing 130 to 150 g were treated with Na 2
 35SO(t (specific

activity 10,4. mCi/mg) altogether twice p.Ci/rat intraperitoneally

every three day. Following the second injection animals were decapitat-

ed and both-sided Achilles tendons prepared.

After lyophylization, radiosterilisation and rehydration, tendons

were supplanted the excised Achilles tendon of recipient rats. Radio-

activity of tendon preparations was measured before and after implan-

tation in various intervals.

The radioactivity of the implanted preparation decreased after

operation in the function of time (Table I).

Measuring data confirm the conclusion drawn from histological and

electron-microscopical investigations that the implanted graft parallel

to the organization of the new tendon tissue metabolized within approx.

six weeks.

TABLE I

Time EPM/mg fresh tendon K

(average •k. S.E.)
Before operation
After operation

1 day
19 days

40 days

94 ± 0,91

88 + 1,7
58 ± 2,1

19 + 1,5

Radioactivity of " s rat tendon before and after grafting
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Immunology experiments

Studies on the immunologieal properties of the preparation is

very important from the -viewpoint of the applicability of lyophiliz-

ed and radiosterilized tendon preparations.

Literature data indicate that the tendon tissue is not imnuno-

genic. These data, however, refer to the native tendon tissue and

it may happen that the tendon becomes antigenic owing to some eventual

changes of the collagenous structure induced by lyophilization and

high dose of irradiation. This urged us to study our preparations

also by immunological methods. Experiments reported on in this paper

were performed on sogrel dogs, histo-compatibility between donors and

recipients, therefore, was hardly expected.

Despite of the above, no signs indicating rejection or some other

inmunogenie property of the graft were observed in neither of our

21 experiments. During four years observation period there were 6 cases

when the same dog received implant preparation originated from

various donors into the contralateral limb within half, or one year

after the first operation. Once, the operation was repeated four times

when preparations originating from four various donors were implanted

into the same dog within one-and-a-half year.

In this instances the first transplantation may be considered as

a sensitization while the second one as a provoking. Since no visible

to the naked eye immune reaction was induced by the second operation

either, we may suppose that the lyophilized, radiosteriliaed can-tendon

has any immmogenie property.

The immunogenic properties of fresh and lyophilized-radiosterilised

human-tendon have also been investigated, in vitro.
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transplantation and epithelium recovery took place earlier*
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Neither fresh, nor prepared tendon tissue made any stimulating

or cytotojdc effect in lymphotyle cultures. Experiments carried out

so far proved that human-tendon preparations had no immunogenic

properties, either.

The clinical application of tendon preparations

It i s rather difficult to obtain human tendon-tissue in a volume

of meeting clinical requirements. To this end, preparations were made

of the Achilles tendon of pigs according to the above mentioned method.

Preparations are tested clinically in the National Institute of

Traumatology. Preparations for tendon supplement were used in five

instances. The first operation took place more than one-and-a-half

year ago, patients recovered without complication.

The skin

Production of the preparation

Pig skin frictioned with propylenglycol was sliced to 0,3 mm

thick sections, cut into 10-30 cm large pieces, lyophilized at

+10 °C temperature to 5 per cent humidity. Packing and radiosterili-

zation of the preparations took place as stipulated above with the

only exception that the dose of sterilization was 3 Mrad. Final

preparations can be kept at room temperature for at least a year

without changing properties.

Sterility test

The sterility test of the samples and the control on the effici-

ency of radiosterilization were performed according to the method

used for tendon tissue testing. The average germ-number of skin

washed off with propylenglycol was, in the average of 3 experiments

612 colony-forming units/sq.cm before end 312 c.f.units/sq.cm.after

lyophilization.
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Antigenieitv of the preparations

As is well known from the literature the skin is strongly

antigenic, to this end immunological characters of the prepa-

rations should in the application of skin-preparations be taken

into special account. Since, in the course of clinical applica-

tion it is most often necessary to use the preparation for the

treatment of the same patient over and over again» therefore,

one must count with the possibility of sensitization, too.

The change of the antigenic character of the skin was examined

in vitro and in vivo in the process of the preparation,

a) Indirect haemagglutination teat

Babbits were inmunixed by native suspension prepared from skin

and the antigenicity of the skin preparation measured by an in-

direct haemagglutination body. (Table II)

TABLE II

The antigenicity of native, lyophilized and lyophilized-radio-

sterilized pig skin to antiserum produced by native skin

Antigenic (skin) Dilution of antiserum

10 100 1000 10 000
Native
Lyophilized

Lyophilized-
radiosterilized

1

The natine skin was agglutinated in 1:10 000 while that of lyophilised

and final preparation in 1:100 dilution.
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while this part was substituted by the implant of rehydrated preparation

according to the modified Bunnel operation method.
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On the basis of the data it seems that the antigenicity of the

skin decreases or changes by lyophilization.

b) L-ymphoidic proliferation

The fundamental principle of this process is that the pro-

liferation induced by antigenic stimulus initiates in the lymphoidic

system in proportion as the inmunogenity of the injected material.

Tha same method was applied by others, too who investigated pre-

served tissue preparations (7). Hats were once treated with a native,

lyophilized or prepared from the final preparation suspension in

the rate of 1 nig skin protein/rat. Six days after treatment rats

were decapitated and regional lymph-nodes excised from the place

of the injection, %-thymidine was added to the lyaphoeyte sus-

pension prepared from lymph-nodes and ENA radioactivity was measur-

ed.

Some data registered in two representative experiments are

figuring in Table II. Deducting control value and taking H-

thyamidin incorporation registered in native skin treated rats,

as 100 per cent, the inmunogenicity of the skin after lyophilization

decreased to 34 per cent and to 21 per'cent after lyophilization,

radiosterilization (Table III).

TABLE III
3
H-thymidin uptake by regional lymph-node lymphocytes challenged
by various pig-skin preparations

Groups

Exp.
Control
(untreated)
Native skin
Lyophilized skin
Lyophilized and
radiosterilized skin

DPH/106

1

2000

4100
3200

2800

lymphocytes

2

2100

5800
2900

2500
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Experimental results were very similar to that of indirect

haemagglutination testing results, i.e. the inmunogenieity of the

native skin decreases during the processing and this change is

primarily due to lyophilization.

The bacteriostatic effect of Ivcohilized. radlosterilized skin

preparations

This biological property of the preparation vas examined

on Staphylococcus aureus bacteria cultures. We extracted the skin

preparations treated differently with the medium itself and steril-

ized by filtration. Treated mediums were inoculated by the same

number of bacteria. The multiplication of the number of bacteria

was measured on basis of transparency in biophotometer within 2U

hours. (Fig.H)

According to results the lyophilized preparation prevented

the growth of bacteria during four hours, while the lyophilized

and radiosterilized preparation did it for about twice as loag.

We investigated the effect on mixed bacteria also got from burned

injuries (Fig.15).

We observed the baczeriostatic effect of the extract of our

preparation even in this cases. In the treated cultures bacteria

began to multiplicate in the fifth hour.

Clinical application of skin preparations

To prevent the loss of water, electrolyte and protein of

burned patients allogenio and xenogenic skin, native or preserved

by different methods are generally used. The biological dressing

prevents furthermore the bacterial invasion of the sick organism

(6,7,8,9,10,11,12).
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The grafts have been rebydrated for ten minutes in sterile

physiological saline solution without antibiotics before applica-

tion» After this, they have been placed on the surface of the injury

directly, where they adhered perfectly. The clinical application

is simple, so this preparation is suitable for immediate care

of mass burns. For such a treatment a large quantity of preparations

is nquired, because the biological dressing must be changed in

every 3-5 days.

According to our investigations, in ease of superficial burns

of second-degree skin grafts prepared by us have been applied,

the recovery of epithelium is fast.

The pictures show the recovery of a burn of second-degree

by the application of our xenogenic preparation(Fi^l6, 17, 18).

On the following pictures the treatment of the burned hands

of a patient can be seen. On this part of the body the successful

treatment is not easy because the developed epithelium is usually

of bad quality that is atrophie. This epithelium is sensitive

to trauma and subject to scaring which prevents the proper

function of the hands (Figs. 19, 20, 21, 22).

In the third série we show the treatment of a patient who

was burned in 50 per cent of third-degree (Figs.23, 24, 25).

Summary of clinical application

According to clinical observations the application of the

preserved skin-graft induced a rapid epithelization of burned

injuries of second-degree. We found out that the time of recovery

was shorter, the developed epithelium was of better quality
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than that produced by other treatments. In case of deep and

large burns the applied grafts prevented the loss of body fluids and the

infection of the burned injury, consequently the development of

baoteriaemia. With this preparation a granulation tissue can be

produced suitable to take the wutograft. The application of the

preparation results in the purification of the injury both in

case of superficial and deep infected burns,

An expressed bacteriostatic effect has been observed also

by other authors and this effect attributed to the change of pH

and local protective reactions (13). On the basis of our out-

standing results we suppose that tbs preparation has a direct bac-

teriostatic effect (Figs.26, 27, 28, 29).
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Fig.16 The infected burn-surface before treatment
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Pig.17 Removal of xenogenic preparation graft on the

sixth day. The burned surface is totally

epithelized
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Fig.18 The recovered surface six months after the injury.

The patient has been treated vith xenogenic graft

for six days without administration of other drags
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Pig.19 The freshly burned surface of the hand before

removal of the necrotized tissue



Fig.20 Application of biological dressing on wound surface



Radioactivity of ^S rat tendon before and after grafting

r

Fig.21 The wound surface after the second change of

dressing on the sixth day



Fig.22 An excellent recovery can be seen on the injured surface.

The recovered epithelium can be easily winkled, it is

elastic. It differs from the surrounding epithelium only

in colour here and there. The picture was taken henlf

a year after the injury



lyophilisation»

Fig. 23 The application of xenogenie graft on the large burned

surface» The aim of application i s , beside saying l i fe

the production of granulation surface for autotrans-

plantation



Pig.24. The treated surface is ready for autotransplantation

with a high quality of granulated surface



Tiyophilized and
radiosterilized skin 2800 2500

Fig,25 Autotransplantation performed in consecutive steps.

Because of the inavailability of proper skin (donor)

tissues some area of the injury has been covered

temporarily with the xenogenic preparation
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